“Your tests have come
back, and you have a
diagnosis of cancer.”

T

he terror that strikes when patients hear this is often enough to bring
on a heart attack.
What follows is a mad avalanche of thoughts that go
something like this:
“Am I going to die? Will I lose my job? How will my family manage? Will I lose
my hair? How much is this going to cost me? Do I have enough insurance?
What about the pain? What will my friends think? OMG, I don’t have a will. I
shouldn’t have eaten all that junk food. I should’ve listened to that woman
who spoke at my company’s Health Day about losing that weight. How’m I
gonna manage? They say it hurts when you have the treatment, and you have
to sleep a lot. Will I lose my memory? Tony had the treatment and got ‘chemo
brain’. Totally lost his appetite. Tingling in the limbs. Am I going to get early
Alzheimer’s? Wait! Maybe the doctor’s wrong—maybe I don’t have it at all! I
want a second opinion! If I ever recover from this I’ll donate to the Salvation
Army—and the Boys’ and Girls’ club. I’ll do community service. Oh, what’s the
use, life sucks. I don’t deserve this. I knew something like this would happen. I
shoulda done something about that pain in the side—the shortness of breath.
I’m gonna look this stuff up on the internet—post it on Facebook and see what
other victims say. But… why bother anyway. I’m never going to be able to
accomplish what I want to in life. Why me? Might as well end it all. Is there a
God?

If any of this is your reality, or that of a loved one,
please read on.

W

hat happens when a person gets a diagnosis of cancer is often the
triple paralysis of Fear, Apprehension and Hopelessness.

Take Alana, for example, a dietitian in the twentieth year of a successful career. Given a diagnosis of breast
cancer stage three, she had spent the previous two weeks looking at all her options.
Two of her friends had had it, and she was dreading the thought—it wasn’t cancer alone, which filled her with
desperation and a mad scramble for information. It was thought of unremitting fatigue, a bald head, nausea
and vomiting for hours on end. She thought of her friend Paula: hormones going haywire, she had grown a
moustache in a week.
What could she, Alana West, realistically expect down the road?
Would her friends keep up their support, after the initial outpouring of sympathy? Would she want them to
see her in a diminished state?
At the cancer clinic’s waiting room she had gotten to know Kirk, a safety engineer who worked on a drilling
site. Kirk had the diagnosis that one in three men usually get today i.e. prostate cancer, just as she had the
one that affected one in seven women. Kirk had a high candida count. With him, baldness was far from the
top concern. Was he ever going to get that daughter he and his wife had been trying for since two Christmases
before?
Both had received a diagnosis the week before. Both were scheduled to start conventional treatments the
following week. Both had been losing sleep over it. A lot of sleep, to put it mildly.

What would you do in Alana or Kirk’s place? *
How would you support a loved one in Alana
or Kirk’s place? *

W

hat happens when a person gets a diagnosis of cancer is the triple
paralysis of Fear, Apprehension and Hopelessness.
Hold it. Take a deep breath. OK, good–another one. And, one more.
You must not allow fear to make your decisions.

Y

ou’re thinking you don’t have any option but to go for the
recommended chemo, radiation, and going under the knife.
Will you stop a minute, and think outside the box?

What if there were something you could do from home,
with no more hospital visits, except for blood and other
specific tests?
»» What if you could reverse cancer?

»» What if you could do this without drugs?
»» What if you could do this without being seared by radiation?
»» What if you could escape the ravages of chemo?
»» What if you didn’t have to have an operation?
»» What if you could be well-supported by those who have reversed their cancer this way?
»» What if you could use a century-old combination of remedies that was already put together for you.
»» What if you knew this approach had already been published many times over the last century by
Nobel-Prize-winning scientists?
»» What if you knew of a solution to cancer that was based on the most natural processes of life, like
nutrition?
»» What if it originated with an injury?
»» What if you were given the phone numbers of others who had reversed their cancer this way and you
could talk to them?
»» What if there were a program so simple that all the stress of the unknown was taken out of it?
»» What if you could carry on with your daily routines while you did it?
»» What if the cost were a milli-fraction of what an “alternative” clinic in Europe or Mexico would cost?
»» What if you had access to a coach who could walk you through your next steps?
»» What if your doctor told you your cancer was gone, and it’s only been a matter of months?

Here’s the good news. Others have done this, and you
can call them.

I

n the fourth half of the 20th century a professor at Purdue University
had seen enough Alana and Kirk scenarios. He made it the culminating
mission of his career to study plants that would contribute to the
healing of cancer.
Healing that would not be accompanied by the well-known debilitating effects of both the
disease and its usual treatments.

Dr. Jerry McLaughlin found a plant called Paw Paw. It grew right there in Indiana, and he spent twenty years
distilling it into its most potent form, so that it would be used to reverse cancer.
You might like to view this on You Tube before reading any further:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d8CKs5S74v8
This plant, Asimina triloba, commonly called the “Indiana Banana”, contained
something called acetogenins, which are a million times stronger than
conventional drugs for cancer, and without the side effects. Yes, you got that
right: a million times.

For more than a hundred years before Dr. Jerry’s time many, many Nobel-Prize-winning
scientists had pointed in the direction of a cure for many chronic diseases. They uncovered the
power in many different pieces of the cancer jigsaw.
Despite international recognition, much of this thorough study was rejected, even discredited, in much the
same way as Christopher Columbus was when he had the nerve to suggest that the earth was round. He
should probably have known better; for we all know, do we not, that the earth is most definitely flat. Tsk tsk.

W

ith Dr. Jerry’s piece of the puzzle we have the piece that completes
the picture. We now have a program that builds a cluster of highdensity holistic elements around Paw Paw to reverse cancer, without
side effects.
Many have done this program, and you can talk to
them.

I

f you’ve come this far you’re probably someone who’s looked in a
whole lot of nooks and crannies. Often, when we look at this cure or
that, we come to the conclusion that item X or item Y will do the job. It
would be good to bear in mind, however, that applying miracle product
A or “wonder product” B alone just will not cut it. A and B need all the
other letters of the alphabet, if you get my drift. Dr. McLaughlin found
one crucial piece of the cancer jigsaw.

Now, in case you hadn’t noticed, you are not a car. If a hubcap falls off your car you get a new one, and all’s
right with the world. The body doesn’t work like that.
You know that each body part is related to all the others. Wouldn’t it follow that, when one part ails us we
need to look at all the other related parts?

We have been brought up with the hubcap myth:
»» That if you have a pain in the stomach, it’s a stomach problem alone, and we need to treat the stomach
to the exclusion of everything else.
»» That if the back ails us, it’s the back alone that needs to be treated, and let’s leave the heart and head
out of it.
»» That if we have a sore throat, we suck lozenges.
»» That if we have a sore toe, we treat said toe with cream.
All of the above might indeed be adequate—short term.
However, we easily forget that a stomach ache can have its roots in bad
elimination. That backache could be an early indication of kidney disease.
And that sore throat could be the body’s way of telling you that toxins are taking
over, that you’re under-hydrated.
Likewise when it comes to cancer.
Many think that the tumor is the cancer.
If that were the whole story, all anyone would have to do is remove the offending swelling.
But then, with this theory in place, try this one on for size: how should we classify Leukemia, Ascites and bone
cancer? (Where’s the tumor?)
So, you see, excising that visible centre of pain may not do it for you.
If the body is a holistic entity, then cancer is a whole-body disease.
And, while I’m at it, a whole-person dis-ease. We are so much more than a body. It follows that if there is a
cancer, there are dysfunctional areas in many parts of the body. For the cancer to go, all these parts need to
be re-balanced. Science calls that total re-balancing homeostasis. That is why targeting specific parts alone
doesn’t work. Treating the tumor alone won’t work. Never has, never will. Doesn’t work when you get
trigger-happy and cut pieces out of people as soon as you see a swelling.
With today’s growing understanding of psychoneuroimmunology—the mind-body-spirit connection— there
is a broadening awareness out there of the power of the unseen over the seen. Toxins generated by longstanding negative sentiment have a direct impact on the body. This has been verified by scientist after
scientist from way back in the days of Hippocrates (460-370 B.C.).
In short, an overburdened spirit can actually trigger the onset of disease.
While treating the organism part of the human being we do need to embrace the
needs of the spirit as well. In fact, we ignore them at our peril.

N

ow, the good news is that a liberated spirit can, conversely, trigger
healing. Sometimes faster and more dramatically than any pill,
potion or drip.

Might I ask which part of the slash-burn-poison therapy even acknowledges this?
And do you know what a tumor really is? Ah-ha! Could it be the body’s way of shielding you from a toxic
burden by enveloping it? Just as fat cells do? Hmmm…
So, would you entertain the concept that, to disarm the grip of cancerous cells,
we need to remove attacking toxins and fill the freed space with high-density
nutrients?
Too simple? Not for the many ex-cancer patients who have done just that.
Those you can call.
And what if I told you there was a common denominator to all cancers? That if this one element isn't dealt
with you can slash, burn and poison all you will, but the cancer will come back.
The research on Paw Paw is groundbreaking, but even Paw Paw alone won’t do the job. Remember, one thing
alone won’t do it, potent though may be.

W

hen asked what cancer is, many say it’s cells—multiplying out
of control. Right, but what cells? The body is made up of cells.
Trillions of them. There is a difference between the safe ones and the
unsafe. What do you think the unsafe ones are made of? Do you know
what the unsafe ones eat in order to multiply?
You will find out in a consultation. All this and more.
The research is conclusive. You can look at this element and that. No single item will make the cancer go
away. It takes a synergistic cluster of elements that works like an orchestra.
With you holding the conductor’s baton, and with the complete educational perspective, you can and will
succeed, as have so many before you.

YOU are in the driver’s seat.

U

ltimately, YOU, and you alone are responsible for your health—for
what allow into your body. Before you submit unquestioningly to
a protocol that uses a bulldozer to kill a fly, stop, ask questions and
consider all the options open to you.

There are at least 8 questions you need to ask your health care practitioner before
embarking on any therapy.
One of them is “What’s the success rate of this protocol?”
Your coach will show you the rest.
And oh, by the way, no one can cure your cancer—no one but yourself. Not your doctor, not your coach. Your
coach will show you what you need to do to reverse it, but it’s your call whether you choose to follow the
program. To the letter.
Visit www.LifeCancerFree if you’d like the rest of the story. We’d be honoured to walk you through it in a
customized consultation there. If you’ve had a diagnosis or think you might soon have one, give yourself the
benefit of cutting-edge education planted solidly outside the box.
*Alana and Kirk did. And they’re alive. They visited www.LifeCancerFree.com and
booked a consultation. The rest, as they say, is history.
Where do you see yourself a year from now? Visit www.LifeCancerFree.com for a free introductory session
with Jacquelyn.
In a professional one-on-one consultation, you will discover the possibilities.
You’re in for a pleasant surprise.

Here’s a toast to your health.
Jacquelyn
www.LifeCancerFree.com

Richmond, BC Canada • 604.276.8673 • info@lifecancerfree.com
Disclaimer: This information is provided by Lifestyle for Longevity for information purposes
only. It is not meant to provide medical advice, diagnosis or treatment. If you have a health
problem or a general health question, you should contact a qualified health care provider.
Under no circumstances should you attempt self-diagnosis or self-treatment based on
anything you have seen or read in this report.

